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THE RISE OF THE NEW HYBORIAN LEGION, PART ELEVEN
By Lee A. Breakiron
As we saw in our first installment [1], the Robert E. Howard United Press Association (REHupa) was
founded in 1972 by a teen-aged Tim Marion as the first amateur press association (apa) devoted to Howard.
By early 1990, the regular membership stood at only 17, but Mailings ran from about 100 to over 300 pages
in length. L. Sprague de Camp, Glenn Lord, and Karl Edward Wagner were honorary members. Copies
were no longer being archived at Ranger, Tex., Junior College.
Former, longtime REHupan James Van Hise wrote the first comprehensive history of REHupa through
Mailing #175. [2] Like him, but more so, we are focusing only on noteworthy content, especially that
relevant to Howard. Here are the highlights of Mailings #96 through #100.
Mailings in the #80s and #90s were often distinguished by the long contributions of Rusty Burke, Vern
Clark, and Steve Trout, whose zines boasted many long, thought-provoking Mailing Comments. Howardrelated content was steadily growing and improving.
For Mailing #96, Steve Trout does a color cover. This is a three-section, 309-page Mailing, the third
largest ever, with stronger than average content and all but one of the 17 regular members contributing.
Don Herron rejoins, reprinting his “Conan vs. Conantics” essay [3] from REH: Two Gun Raconteur #3, as
well as L. Sprague de Camp’s reply and Herron’s rebuttal, both from REH: TGR #4. Herron also reprints
Eric Carlson’s EOD zine Prologue #1 (July, 1975) and his zine Eventide #2 (Sep., 1976) from the
Necronomicon amateur publishing association (apa), both criticizing de Camp’s repetitive and inaccurate
statements in a range of publications about Clark Ashton Smith, H. P. Lovecraft, and Robert E. Howard,
including their sex lives, foibles, and, in HPL’s case, bigotry.
Trout runs his “King Conan and the Aquilonian Dream” essay [4], in which he says “like many other
like many other American artists, [REH’s] response was to stand up for the ideals this country was founded
on, and will hopefully continue to stand for – ideals like freedom, justice, equality, and peace, which may
be parroted by the American Fascists, but belong at heart to the liberals and the Socialists of all times.” (p.
12) Trout quotes extensively from the Conan stories to demonstrate convincingly King Conan’s view that
kingship should be based on the consent of one’s subjects, his favoring of only restricted imperialism, and
his antipathy to slavery, all of which were Howard’s way of expressing the Western and, especially,
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American ideals of liberty, equality, and justice. REH’s fervent and peculiarly American belief in
individual freedom and exceptionalism generally prevents him from making more than a limited
endorsement of the racialist thinking common in his time. Given his existentialist beliefs, he would
probably agree that man does not need religion to define or require moral behavior, but he would hardly
think that this would be carte blanche for amoral, much less immoral, acts. While his heroes might be
looked upon as examples of the übermensch or Superman advanced by Nietzsche, only the most revengedriven of them acted as if morality were irrelevant or as if might did make right. Conan in particular, strong
and self-motivated as he was, never abandoned his rough code of ethics and only became more morally
responsible as he rose to positions of power in society. Thus, it is hard to see him as a Superman figure
acting as if he were outside the limits of conventional morality, which Nietzsche thought was imposed by
the confines of a Herd mentality, especially when REH himself believed the will of the people to be a
positive force. [5]
In Mailing Comments, Trout reengages Leonard Carpenter about the latter’s defense of his own Conan
pastiching in Mailing #90:
“[Y]our self-styled “acknowledged copyism” is not “plagiarism” but is something morally
better? Too much purism is dangerous? Pastiches are making a living thing of REH’s
legacy? It is “artistically imperative” that new writers take up Conan to save the readers’
sanity? The de Camps transformed Howard’s work into something “acceptable to
posterity”? Nobody more imitative than Howard? (among Howard’s heirs alone I can
name you several) Conan was named after Arthur C? I can certainly see why you would
put forward these concepts with dread – they are all worthless.
But I see I’m going to have to answer these in more detail. Sigh. Mining the “fertile
soil of our literary heritage” and cultivating it into “new forage” is not an evil thing – it is
what all bards do. But you have chosen to exhaustively overfarm a single small plot, and
leech it dry. How is what you do not a pastiche? I’m sure Burke can and will quote
Webster to refute this nonsensical approach. And now you shift from soil analogy to a tree
analogy. Rather than new grafts, you and your companions are suckers, weed trees, to be
cut down before you choke out the parent tree. If you took the seeds of Howard’s writing
and spread in new directions, you would not be causing damage to the parent. …
Your warning against “too much purism” sounds a lot like the US government’s reviling
of the Europeans for not wanting additives and growth hormones in their food. Howard’s
words are fixed and eternal – his death took care of that. The only one who could
legitimately change them or add to them was Howard himself. Does that make his legacy
a dead thing? Not hardly. Howard was an impact on several generations of fantasy writers,
as well as unknowable numbers of mainstream writers as well. Even in horror he had an
impact – you can ask Stephen King about that. It’s these writers who make his legacy the
living growing thing it should be, as well as those who will follow – not a bunch of people
running around in circles with pale pseudo-Conans saving the same girls and killing the
same wizards over and over, needlessly filling “gaps” in the chronology. What this wave
of bowdlerized “elaborations” does is to obscure the work of Bob Howard, especially to
the new fan, who may be fooled by the packaging into accepting any Conan as the Conan.
I think even you will agree that nobody’s Conan is of the same high quality as the good
Howard Conans. Howard wrote a few bad Conans, but his pastichers have multiplied this
number in locust fashion. …
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De Camp did a lot to bring Howard to the sixties resurgence, true. It’s important to note
that the 50’s resurgence, the Gnome Press books, actually was undertaken before de Camp
took up the torch. See de Camp’s letter to R. A. W. Lowndes’ Magazine of Horror #23 of
Sept 1968, where he tells of encountering Howard and Conan for the first time – in the first
Gnome Press book. Think on that a minute. Would the subsequent Gnome Press Conans
have been as popular without de Camp’s contributions? Certainly. Would they have
nonetheless reached the paperback stands? I think very likely so – Conan the Conqueror
had already appeared as an Ace double, remember. And Martin Greenburg tried to swing
his own pb deal without de Camp. With the sterling efforts of Glenn Lord coming into
play by 1965 (he was on board before the pb deal was launched), would Howard have made
a big splash without de Camp latching on, lamprey-like, to Conan, in that post-Tolkienboom, post-Burroughs-boom period? Given a Frazetta cover or two, (and I don’t know
whose marvelous idea that was – do you?) the Howard boom would still have occurred, in
my opinion. The only reason I bring this up is that I’m a little sick of de Camp defenders
falling back on the “look at all he’s done for Howard” line as a last resort. I can do no
better than to quote from Rusty’s recent zine: “The fact that these men [de Camp &
Griswold] labored long and hard in no way excuses the fact that the fruits of that labor are
poisonous.”
In recent REHUPAs others have dealt with this: how because of de Camp, all readers
are introduced to Howard with the notion that he was an action writer, not a thinker; that
he was maladjusted to the point of psychosis, or nearly so; that he died because of an
Oedipal attachment to his mother. These are de Camp’s notions; they are shared only by
researchers who rely solely on de Camp as a source, without looking any deeper into
Howard. Or should I ascribe them to H. R. Hays, the sneering cynic of the N.Y. Times?
You want to talk about one writer being an influence on another – this guy doesn’t seem to
have actually read the stories, but he’s the expert whose line de Camp follows, a guy who
obviously detests the whole fantastic genre. Either way, de Camp has served to disseminate
this viewpoint so it is taken as gospel by the newcomers to Conan – and gospel it is not.
…
I have faith that Howard would have been revived, if not by de Camp, then through the
efforts of Glenn Lord, or Martin Greenburg, or Donald Wollheim, who had rescued
Howard from obscurity to some extent already, or possibly Robert A. W. Lowndes, the guy
whose Magazine of Horror had the first publication of “The Vale of Lost Women.” There
were a lot of Weird Tales fans out there who remembered Howard – someone, sometime,
would probably have started to let it out into the mass pb market. (pp. 20-22)
Quoting a letter from Novalyne in response to inquiries relating to his King Conan essay, Trout says she
said that REH did like FDR.
She also recalls him as much concerned about the “injustices of life,” in favor of the unions
and the rule of the “little man.” Also a follower of election results; though we’ve seen
from his letters to Derleth he was also a close follower of drinking referendums, where he
referred to his side as the “advocates of personal liberty” [letter to Derleth, 5/30/34].
Repeating Conan’s assertion from The Hour of the Dragon:
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“Is it not better to die honorably then to live in infamy? Is death worse than oppression,
slavery, and ultimate destruction?” and the following challenge: “Is life so dear, or peace
so sweet, as to be purchased at the price of chains and slavery? Almighty God, forbid it!”
This is the exact same concept, here expressed by Patrick Henry in the well-known
“Give me liberty or give me death!” speech, although Howard might be said to stack the
deck a little more by throwing in “ultimate destruction” as the end result. I think it is very
reasonable to assume that Howard had probably come across this famous American call to
rebellion either in his schooling or somewhere in his own voluminous reading of history.
If I haven’t already made my point, this alone shows a strong similarity of feeling between
the American spirit of the Revolution, here expressed by Patrick Henry, and the Aquilonian
Dream embodied by the liberal King Conan. (last p.)
Bo Cribbs singles out SF author Robert Silverberg for joining the ranks of those bashing REH for fun
and profit. In Silverberg’s story “Gilgamesh in the Outback,” “[he] has taken the name of Robert Howard
and applied it to a fictional character in the form of a rather cowardly lunatic who is tormented by the guilt
of strong homosexual urges. … Silverberg’s fictional Gilgamesh character falls in with Howard and
Lovecraft as the duo travels through a remote region of Hell as envoys of King Henry to the empire of
Prester John. Gilgamesh appears on the scene suddenly while chasing down a dragon and Howard,
momentarily thinking him Conan, immediately gets a hard on for him, all the while haunted by the guilt of
these unmanly feelings. It goes on and on in this vein without a whole lot happening and then ends very
predictably. It is obvious that the only point of the story is to parody Howard and Lovecraft. After this has
been effected, the plot dies.” (p. 1)
Tom Kovacs reports that he is translating REH’s pseudo-biographical novel Post Oaks and Sand Roughs
into German for the Erster Deutscher Fantasy Club, who would publish it in 1995. Graeme Flanagan reports
on a meeting he had with pulp writer E. Hoffmann Price in 1983, visiting him in San Francisco.
Garry Adrian presents a transcription, by himself and Clark, of Novalyne’s Q & A session following her
speech at the Nolacon II conference in New Orleans in Sep., 1988 [6] [The transcription is given later
herein.]
Charles Hoffman proffers his own assessment of de Camp’s biographical writings about Howard and
Lovecraft, stating that they:
fairly reek of sheer vulgar, philistine insensitivity. …
The trouble with de Camp is that he doesn’t create art, he just spins yarns – his scientific
and technical writing is so much more impressive. As we said in Cromlech, “Mr. de Camp
is just too rational, restrained, well-adjusted, and downright normal to fully understand the
impulsive, obsessed, and sometimes tortured psyches of (Howard and Lovecraft.)” To this
de Camp wryly commented that he does not “suffer from the fears, hatreds, and obsessions
that so bedevilled Howard. Obviously I am not going to my neighborhood shrink and say:
‘Hey, doc, will you please unbalance me and give me some fears, hatreds and obsessions
so that I can write as well as Howard did?’” (p. 2)
Hoffman goes on to survey Donald Grant’s REH publications, praising The Sowers of the Thunder (1973),
The Road of Azrael (1979), and Red Shadows (1968, 1971). He is less appreciative of Grant’s Conan
hardbacks, calling them overpriced, well-bound, but mostly disappointing as far as their artwork is
concerned.
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Alicia Austin’s pictures for A Witch Shall Be Born are done in soft pastels, with costumes,
furnishings, architecture, weapons, even hairstyles, modeled after those of the Aztecs.
Now, the setting of “A Witch Shall Be Born” is a Hyborian kingdom, not some radically
different culture where the people might resemble Aztecs, and it is ridiculous to have a
character named Constantius depicted as such. Howard intended him to suggest a Romantype figure. The story also features Shemites, who in this story resemble Biblical Hebrews.
There is also an evil woman named Salome, and Conan himself is crucified. So wouldn’t
George Barr’s style have been more appropriate here? Now, on the other hand, “Red Nails”
takes place in a setting far removed from the Hyborians where characters actually do have
Aztec-style names and so-forth. Seeing as how Alicia Austin was so goddamned hot to
draw Aztecs, wouldn’t it have been a much better idea to have her illustrate this story
instead? A golden opportunity was blown here.
The sad result of all this tomfoolery is that we still don’t have a nice standard edition of
the Conan stories. (pp. 3-4)
[And we wouldn’t either until the Wandering Star and Del Rey editions of 1998-2010.]
Burke submits a 90-page zine entirely consisting of a detailed, illustrated look at all the films Howard is
known to have viewed from his letters, in his heavily researched, major contribution “REH Goes to the
Movies.” Clark has a 52-page zine of fan art, Mailing Comments, and reviews. Terry Lawson has a second
installment of his recollections of E. Hoffmann Price. Price recalled that SF editor:
Hugo Gernsback was a notorious penny-pincher. He was either always late with
payments for submissions to his magazines, or was paying authors less per word than
needed. He said that Gernsback lived in a plush house, with big gates out front, while the
authors who were making his magazines sell with their stories were going without due to
his payment practices. He recalled where Edmond Hamilton once crashed his car through
the gates at Gernsback’s estate and drove up to the door to demand the money that he was
owed. Apparently Gernsback was several months behind in paying Hamilton, and the latter
either actually grabbed Gernsback and shook him, or at least threatened bodily harm if he
wasn’t paid.
Farnsworth Wright was another editor who was always complaining he didn’t have
enough money to pay authors on time. Ed Price cited Wright’s generous salary (for
Depression times), as an indication that Weird Tales was making more money than Wright
let on.
Mailing #97 (May, 1989) had two sections. Herron points out that there’s been little critical content
about REH and calls for more. Regarding Howard and pastiching, he declares, “Some of us are not going
to stop until we get what we want. We want pure REH Conan. We’ll have it, someday. And if we have to
fight every inch of the way to get it, then I predict we’ll take out de Camp’s literary reputation with us as
we go – it will be Howardians or Lovecraftians, one group or the other, maybe both in concert, who reduce
that reputation to size. I’m sure it will happen. [And it did.] The only thing I want to say to Mr. de Camp
personally on this front: if you want me, & probably everybody else, to shut up on this score, simply allow
packaging of all-REH Conan to compete on the shelves with whatever books have your stuff in them. If
you do it while you’re alive, in the long haul your reputation will have more glory to it. It won’t change
the past, but will indicate that you think your opus can compete with Howard’s head-to-head. Not a single
one of your critics believe your series could compete with pure Howard. Hell, prove us wrong.” (p. 15)
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Flanagan profiles pulp heroes whose adventures are being reprinted in paperback and starts reprinting a
series of articles by Gayle Lovett about Weird Tales, as well as other articles, indices, and anthologies
relating to WT.
Burke disagrees with Trout that Jeffery Farnol was a significant influence on REH. About de Camp, he
says:
As one delves more deeply into the history of Sprague’s involvement with Conan, the more
clearly one sees that for him Howard has never been anything but a meal ticket. The same
applies, of course, to Leonard and all the other pastichers who are making some quick
bucks churning out god awful crap that would never find a publisher if it weren’t a “Conan”
story. But, in their small, semi-literate minds, they seek to rationalize their plundering of
an honest author’s work by saying they’re “carrying forth his legacy” and such garbage.
The writing of pastiches, filling in “gaps” in a beloved character’s career, and the like, are
not inherently evil pastimes. When they are done by fans – whether they be amateurs or
professional writers – they can be fun. And as we’ve all wasted our breath saying over and
over again, if the Howard stories were available independently of any pastiches, none of
us would have any real objections. The problem these days is that it’s harder to find the
real thing than the pastiches – in visits to bookstores recently, I’ve not seen any Howard
Conan (and only a lonely copy of Cthulhu: The Mythos ... to represent Howard at all, while
a number of the pastiches seem to be readily available. To me, the mere fact that Leonard
can write such pretentious garbage, suggesting that he is in some way “improving” upon
Howard, reveals that he is no fan of Howard. …
My point is that the pastiches are not even “the character created by REH”: they are
about “a character with the same name as REH’s Conan.” (p. 7)
Trout, expanding on his King Conan essay, calls Conan a reluctant hero who starts out as a footloose
young thief, but grows spiritually, evolving as a character from selfish punk, through reluctant hero, to
beloved champion of the downtrodden, i.e. freedom from oppression. He breaks Conan’s career into six
phases: (1) Conan is a punk [stories “Frost,” “Tower,” “Bowl,” “Hall,” and “Rogues”]; (2) Bitter Lessons
[“Queen,” “Vale,” “Snout,” “Colossus,” “Moonlight,” and “Witch”]; (3) Conan the Outsider [“Zamboula,”
“Devil,” “Nergal,” and “Circle”]; (4) Wanderings Continued [“Slithering,” “Tombalku,” “Pool,” “Jewels,”
and “Nails”]; (5) The Developing Leader [“Beyond,” “Wolves,” “Stranger,” “Phoenix,” and “Citadel”];
and (6) The Saga Redux [Hour]. “And as Conan notices the changes his policies as king have meant to the
people (see “Citadel”) he also realizes that the liberty of a people is something bigger than him, and this is
a hero’s role he willingly shoulders in both “Citadel” and Hour. This is the culmination of his growth, and
as I say, a stark contrast to the younger Conan in more than just this one way.” (p. 6)
Carpenter submits an essay presuming to use Freudian Oedipalism to explain aspects of Howard’s
personality and those of his parents, as well as the appearance and behavior of some of his fictional
characters., though he doesn’t cite specific stories or medical references. The essay appears to be more of
an attempt at his own personal psychological catharsis than a serious attempt to psychoanalyze REH.
Clark opines that, contrary to Herron, REHupa’s recent apazines have been showing continuing critical
maturation. He claims Tout’s parallels of Aquilonia to America seem a bit stretched. He doesn’t think
there was a conscious attempt to draw parallels between the ideals of Conan and those of America. “Far
better to compare Aquilonia as a state-of-mind with Howard. Look at Aquilonia first as a country with the
problems associated with despotic and evil rule, but with basically a sound people who yearn for freedom.
Enter Conan, once the Rogue of Rogues, but now a seasoned, veteran, fighting man who has modified his
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code of individualism with the coda of civilization. REH’s tales of Conan illustrate the molding and shaping
of this savage primitive warrior into the greatest man, the greatest King, of his world. So the growth of
Conan ‘into’ the Father of His Country is a natural one. It is easy for REH to strike up parallels with
American History.” (p. 9) Howard’s main theme in the three stories you are quoting from is not to display
Conan’s ‘democratic ideals and principles.’ Rather it is to show how ultimately the fate of a man, of an
event, even of the fate of kingdoms, rests on one single man’s indomitable will to survive and succeed in
the face of the ultimate adversary – death. The Hour of the Dragon is a catalogue of such a trial. To an
extent so is each tale of Conan the Cimmerian. Always Conan achieves his ends, always he risks his life
… but always Conan is victorious! No ‘doomed’ hero a la Eric … no ‘wounded to his soul’ hero a la Frodo
… no ‘cursed by the very God himself a la Kane … Conan succeeds because he breathes life to its fullest
and clings to it with a ferocity of the primitive savage. Such an indomitable will is fated to conquer in his
life, according to the philosophy of REH.” (pp. 11-12) Clark is also of the opinion that de Camp’s research
in Dark Valley Destiny is overrated. “Most of the information was readily available for anyone to find.
Almost all the people de Camp interviewed for his biography of REH are still alive – and most of them
don’t like the was de Camp distorted most of the information he was given. In fact, it was talking with de
Camp that spurred Mrs. Ellis to complete her own book on REH, to give a clear picture of REH from
someone who knew him. Clyde Smith, Harold Preece, etc. have given us written records of their thoughts
and opinions. In point of fact much of the ‘primary’ research materials used by de Camp have been provided
over the years by Glenn Lord. I can’t say all the particulars, but even de Camp didn’t have access to all of
REH’s letters until an agreement was reached between Glenn and Sprague. … The Spraguer is sure
obsessed with convincing everyone that Bob Howard is just ‘an adventure writer,’ whose work has no
‘literary importance.’ The Spraguer sure has a fear that the mass-market editions of Howard’s Conan tales
will one day not be packaged with de Camp’s own writings.” (p. 28) Clark also turns up two early
communications by Lord and de Camp in pulp letter columns: In Famous Fantastic Mysteries, June 1953,
Pvt. Glenn Lord praises their “Skull-Face” issue. “In my opinion [REH] is tops in the realm of pure
fantasy.” And in Magazine of Horror #23, de Camp admits that “the phase ‘blowing his silly head off’ was
ill-chosen, and I’m sorry I used it” [in Tales of Conan, p. 15].
Rick McCollum has seven pages of his own graphic art strips.
In Mailing #98 (July, 1989), Herron does the front and back covers, and gives the first draft of his “On
Howardian Fairyland,” to be published in The Dark Man #2 (July, 1991), wherein he theorizes that Howard
often set the stage for strange monsters and hidden cities by engendering a feeling of weirdness at a definite
remove from the reality of the Hyborian Age, such as for Conan and Valeria’s encounter with the dragon
in “Red Nails,” Bran Mak Morn’s confrontation with the worms in “Worms of the Earth,” and Solomon
Kane’s battle with the winged men in “Wings of the Night.” [The basic idea, though, actually originated
with Joseph Campbell, as we will see later herein.]
Hoffman reports on the “Adventures of Conan” stage show at Universal Studios in Los Angeles. Adding
to his previous criticism of Donald M. Grant’s deluxe series of Conan hardbacks, he condemns the latest
volume, The Hour of the Dragon (1989), for Grant’s inadvertent omission of about 525 words from the end
of Chapter Six. Hoffman looses a storm of profanity that, aside from its homophobics, is drop-dead
hilarious. [Grant later issued an errata sheet and published a corrected second edition. In his zine in Mailing
#103, Hoffman apologized for his rant, saying the appearance of homophobia was unintended, since he
wasn’t anti-gay.] Contributing to an ongoing discussion by Trout and others as to whether REH would be
a Democrat if he were still alive, Hoffman opines:
Not being knowledgeable about Texas politics, I suppose he might be. Of course that
doesn’t mean he would vote Democratic. As far as the “L-word” is concerned, it’s
important to bear in mind that the term “liberal” had very different connotations in the
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twenties and thirties. Howard styled himself a liberal because his prime political concern
was freedom for the individual. This stemmed from his intense aversion to authority. I
doubt he would have aligned himself with meddlesome policies of “Big Daddy”-type
government, however well intentioned. I’m sure he would have found such liberal sacred
cows as gun control and affirmative action equally loathsome. … Taxation has but one
legitimate purpose: to raise revenue. If you use it for any other purpose, such as a means
for implementing your personal notions of social justice, you are asking for trouble. And
the notion of a limit to personal wealth is outrageous. The American Dream is the
opportunity to better oneself. It is not the State saying, “Hey, you have enough.” (p. 6)
[This sounded reasonable at the time, but of course since then income inequalities have grown so great, due
to arguably unfair tax loopholes and Congressional tolerance of Wall Street excesses and Silicon Valley
monopolies, that progressive tax reform or its equivalent appears to be necessary to avert increasing societal
instability. Then Hoffman says something that is so much truer now than it was in 1989 that it seems
prophetic:
If there’s a common denominator among [abuses of] civil liberties that concern me, it’s the
abuses and restrictions heaped upon the aching shoulders of the middle class. …
Limousine liberals are a particularly irksome breed. Being rich and having it made isn’t
good enough for ’em – they want to wear halos too. That’s why they make excuses for
criminals and coddle assorted other undesirables so that they multiply like Romero’s
zombies. They don’t have to step over bums on the way to work, but I do (and
“Reaganomics” didn’t put the heroin in their veins, so let’s hear none of that). They dwell
far from the muggers and the other predators, but would yell for my crucifixion were I to
blow some criminal in half. It is because of them that the criminal is the most pampered
individual in society. Still, limousine liberals can sometimes be funny, as when nationallysyndicated columnists or outspoken show-biz personalities gang up on Donald Trump – a
bunch of millionaires calling a billionaire a rich bastard! …
It is a disgrace that the hard-working taxpayer, who does the most to support society, is
given the least amount of consideration by it. This is what the “Reagan Revolution” sought
to change, with only partial success – it wasn’t to benefit the rich. It matters little to the
upper crust whether the same bag of groceries costs $20 or $30. It matters a great deal to
you and me. I tell kids ten years my junior, at the office where I work, that if they can walk
out of college and into a cushy job at a good company, they have eight years of Reagan to
thank for it. When I was their age, I was chronically underemployed and constantly
miserable – courtesy of Mr. Peanut [Jimmy Carter]. (pp. 7-8)
And demonstrating still more prescience of our current political divisions, Hoffman states:
Well, I could go on and on, but to what avail? I’ve found it’s damn near impossible to
convince anyone of anything. Different people, coming from different backgrounds and
having had different experiences, are going to come to different conclusions about life.
About the best you can usually hope for is to get them to understand why you feel the way
you do. (p. 8)
And there is a main driver for social media. As you might expect, Hoffman is still holding forth on issues
of the day, presently on Facebook, at least for as long as freedom of speech survives.]
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Cribbs comments to Trout about the latter’s King Conan essay:
It’s obvious from the story quotes that King Conan had developed a feeling of
responsibility for his subjects. This gradual development of character was a masterful
touch on Bob’s part and one that could be easily taken for granted and overlooked if not
pointed out. The struggle for the utopian ideals of western civilization was something that
his audience could identify with and approve of even more deeply than a quest for simple
personal freedom, as used by most of the imitators.
Where, though, do the Aquilonians get the tradition of freedom that Conan embodies?
Looking at it from the point of view of the common man or soldier, he doesn’t even know
what “freedom” or “oppression” mean on a social scale. If they fought for Conan, then I
would imagine that it was a conscience attempt to replace “bad” nobility with “good”
nobility per Rusty’s discussion of Beltane [the Smith]. Historical wars have been wars of
conquest. Wars of Liberation are a recent phenomen[on]. Any social reforms made by
Conan, or any other ruler of this time, would just be lagniappe [to] his subjects. (pp. 1-2)
As part of his recollections of conversations with E. Hoffmann Price, Lawson says that: “Ed said … that
while he enjoyed Howard’s writing, [REH’s] bemoaning the fact that the editors of the higher paying
magazines were blackballing him because of his earlier, badly written submissions, was nonsense. The
truth was, Howard was not a good enough writer to be published in magazines such as Blue Book or
Adventure. As far as the editors were concerned, REH was just one of hundreds of pulp writers who had
neither the time nor inclination for the careful research or writing needed for these magazines.” (p. 2)
Burke mentions that de Camp has donated a massive archive of his papers to the Harry Ransom
Humanities Research Center of the University of Texas at Austin. Regarding the author Robert W.
Chambers, he states:
Having now read both The Little Red Foot and America, I believe that Bob Howard may
well have read them shortly before beginning “Wolves beyond the Border.” In the Howard
fragment (which ends with line 13, page 145 Lancer Usurper), I find strong echoes of
Chambers’ two novels. Even … to the point that “His Excellency the Virginian” and Conan
are both off-stage liberators. (Conan as George Washington?) However, my surmise
would be that Howard became frustrated, may have realized he was simply reworking
Chambers, and dropped the story, at which point Conan enters the room, sprawls on the
bed, and begins telling his story of the frontier, “Beyond the Black River.” While a few
Chambers place names survive into that story, I cannot otherwise find any similarity in
voice, in tone, or in theme … with “Wolves beyond the Border.” (pp. 9-10)
Then Burke reviews G. K. Chesterton’s The Ballad of the White Horse (1927), quoting extensively and
pointing out the stanzas REH quoted in “Kings of the Night” and “The Dark Man.” “That this served as
an inspiration to Bob Howard – both his poetry and prose – I believe there can be little doubt. But of course
it stands as a mighty epic all on its own, and any lover of heroic deeds, of valorous heroes locked in combat,
of tales of those days when men were men and there was glory in warfare, should definitely enjoy this
enormously.” (p. 17)
In Mailing #99 (Sep., 1989), Herron runs a notice from Steve Eng prohibiting anyone (e.g., Clark) from
incorporating Eng’s list of Howard’s personal books into any other published listing, since Clark had been
compiling such a list in his zine. Everyone in the apa knew that Clark’s list had its origins Eng’s
bibliography in The Dark Barbarian (1984). Trout, in his zine, points out that Herron didn’t credit Charlotte
9
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Laughlin for doing work that was incorporated into Eng’s bibliography and that Trout himself was the one
who did not credit Eng in the start of the list that Clark had been expanding, contrary to Herron. Trout also
defends his theory that REH read and was in some way influenced by Jeffery Farnol’s book Beltane the
Smith to Burke, who had questioned it. Trout also challenges the premises of Carpenter’s essay on
Howard’s alleged Oedipalism in Mailing #97.
Burke announces the publication of Novalyne Price Ellis’s Day of the Stranger: Further Memories of
Robert E. Howard (Necronomicon Press, 1989) containing his interview of her, her speech at the 1988
WorldCon, and her play dramatizing her encounter with a man with a striking resemblance to REH. Burke
also announces the publication of a book by former member Nancy Collins of vampire stories, Sunglasses
after Dark (New American Library, 1989). Then he resumes his recounting of the contents of the earliest
REHupa zines that he had begun in Mailing #95, this time covering Mailings #s 6-10. Then Burke embarks
on a seven-page review of Carpenter’s Oedipalism essay, rebutting it thoroughly utilizing his own
knowledge of psychiatry and experience in youth mental health treatment.
Leaving aside questions of' the validity and/or relevance of' Freudian psychoanalytic
theory, the biggest problem I have with this essay is your constant use of “facts” which are
not facts. You follow your mentor, Sprague, very closely in this. …
[T]he Oedipus Complex is a theory, not established fact. I have no idea what percentage
of practicing psychologists and psychiatrists accept this theory, but my own reading, and
my acquaintance with scores of professionals, suggest that it is not as universally accepted
as your essay would seem to imply. And just look at your constructions throughout this
section: “It can be … presumably … are usually perceived to be … which is more likely to
be … conceivably, can … can even be …obviously can be … can be … can be … may
never again … can sense … can experience … can have … It’s likely … can be …can be
…” Do all these “can be”’s give you a hint as to what I’m driving at, here? Let me put it
this way: “can be” implies “can also not be,” may, may not, might be, might not – perhaps
this, perhaps not. In other words, this is simply a theoretical framework, which must be
fleshed out with facts. This neither you nor Sprague has done; you have instead given the
appearance of fleshing it out with idle speculation substituting for facts.
“So,” you say, “rightly or wrongly, son and father are placed at odds. And this appears
to be true of the Howard family.” Your evidence for this? Just what causes this to “appear”
to be true?” (p. 16)
Burke says he knows of no such evidence. And regarding REH’s mother’s influence over him:
What evidence do we have for this “intense, seductive charm” you allege? Can you
substantiate any of this? “Presumably this strengthened the mother-son bond excessively,
while creating or exacerbating a father-son rift.” Presumably? …
“We know for a fact that this mother-son bond was intense, and fatal, leading to Bob
Howard’s suicide on the eve of his mother’s death.” Leonard, we know no such goddamn
thing. I’ve demonstrated over and over again in REHUPA, and Novalyne Price Ellis made
very clear in her speech at last year’s WorldCon, that it is just as likely – perhaps more
likely – that Bob’s suicide was “caused” by a multitude of factors, including his bouts of
depression, his fear of growing old and infirm, and the stress of his mother’s final decline
with its attendant demands on his time, leaving him unable to write. It is altogether
possible, even likely, that his mother’s death was not the “cause” of Bob’s suicide, but
10
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simply released him from the obligation to continue living so he could care for her. I have
read, and re-read, and re-read, every single available bit of biographical information on

Art by Cavalier in Mailing #98
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Howard, and I have yet to find a single convincing piece of evidence which would clearly
establish that there was anything “intense” or “abnormal” about the relationship between
Bob and Hester Howard. If you have some compelling bit of evidence to this effect, by all
means bring it forth and let’s see if it can stand the light of day. (p. 18)
Now we move on to the Conan saga: “Conan’s savagery is a coded expression of the
rage arising from the oedipal situation; it represents adolescent or juvenile, possibly even
infantile rebellion.” Here you reveal that you completely misread Conan. Leonard, Conan
is not rebelling against anything; he does not recognize anyone’s authority over him, so
there is nothing for him to rebel against. Refusal to submit to authority is not rebellion.
Rebellion is throwing off a yoke one has previously worn, rising against an authority one
has previously submitted to. Conan has never submitted to external authority, ipso facto,
he cannot rebel. Far from being adolescent, juvenile, or infantile, Conan is entirely adult:
he requires no artificial womb of civilization for his existence. He is a free and selfsufficient man, able to make his way in a hostile environment without protection or
assistance from others. His savagery is not a coded expression of rage, it is simply a part
of him: he knows and is quite comfortable with his animal nature, as civilized men (like
you and Sprague) are not. (p. 19) …
Most of your speculations regarding Dr. Howard and Hester seem to me to demonstrate
that you have accepted, completely and uncritically, every word in Dark Valley Destiny,
substantiated or not, as gospel truth. You also reveal some of de Camp’s talent for phrasing
a statement so that a relatively innocent episode becomes something sinister. (p. 20)
Burke points out Carpenter’s many obviously misinformed, unthinking, gross generalizations, and
repeatedly asks for evidence for Carpenter’s stated conclusions.
“[REH’s] defense of barbarism, as stated, can be read as a justification of his own
emotional arrest, and his flirtation with mystical afterlives as an expression of his suicidal
yearning.” That’s easy enough to say, probably rolled right off the ol’ typewriter without
much effort, but it’s garbage. You haven’t at all shown how the one could be read as the
other, much less introduc[e] any evidence to suggest that this reading would be helpful in
understanding Howard and his work. Instead, like Camp, you prefer to simply state
speculative possibilities as if they were truths, offering no substantiation or, if offering
them, tailoring the one or two illustrative examples to the point you wish to make, rather
than stating the facts and letting them point to the conclusions. I said this to Sprague in my
lengthy debunking of his attempts to attach the word “schizoid” to REH, and it applies
even more strongly to you: I have participated in literally hundreds of staff meetings to
determine whether a young person met the criteria for admission to mental health
treatment. You would be laughed out of the room. In fact, if Howard were alive and had
a decent attorney, he’d sue you ass off. But then, if he were alive, people like de Camp
and now you wouldn’t even be writing this claptrap. I can well imagine what your response
would be, or Sprague’s, if some amateur started giving you this sort of psychobabble
treatment – you’d be conferring with your lawyer, who’d be rubbing his hands and
chortling with glee. You haven’t made any sort of case that could be substantiated in an
informal mental-health staffing, much less a court. But of course, since you’re talking
about someone who’s fifty years dead, and basing your entire speculation on the writing of
a respected science-fiction author, and doing it in an amateur forum, you think it’s perfectly
okay. I submit that you have a vivid imagination, and should stick to fiction, where your
imagination does not have to submit to the tyranny of facts. (pp. 22-23)
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Carpenter, having yet to see Burke’s criticisms, continues with Part 2 of his essay:
Conan’s girlfriends tend to fall into two categories: the passive, clinging, romantic heroine,
and the swordslinging female adventurer who often as not remains celibate. These latter
“swordmates” all have independent, rebellious, ruthless outlooks on life similar to Conan’s
own; in fact, in Howard’s non-Conan portrayal of “Red Agnes,” she is first driven to
violence by a tyrannical father, in a narrative which is rare in Howard literature as a
portrayal of domestic family relations. The stubborn spirit of these independent women
seems to be styled on that of Howard’s girlfriend, Novalyne Price, and on his general
hankering for female companions other than Hester. (p. 1)
Carpenter claims that the passive, seductive females find their prototype in Hester, whose clinging,
manipulative relationship supposedly went far beyond the ordinary maternal domain, representing
pathological demands by a neurotic invalid mother on a sheltered, overprotected son, with the father’s halfwilling acquiescence. Through the wish fulfillment of his stories, Carpenter claims, REH goes from an
overgrown child dangling helplessly apron strings to being master of his family situation. Carpenter states
that “Conan, Howard’s most mature and successful character, was also his first truly sexual hero. … In
making the leap to understanding Conan, Bob made his best stab at adapting to modern life. In part, Conan
represents a homebound man’s essay at true freedom and social acceptance.” (pp. 3-4) But Carpenter
asserts that this is only adolescent wish fulfillment.
As Griffin & de Camp point out in Dark Valley Destiny, a failure or over-restraint of natural
development at this age can lead to lifelong conflicts and resentments.
In other words, Howard’s concern with strength and speed in his protagonist may point
to impaired maturity, an emotional “arrest” at an early developmental stage due to a failure
to resolve the oedipal conflict or other maternal issues. …
[REH’s] ready ferocity, this generalized, unfocused hostility and barely-repressed
violence, are perhaps the most common symptoms of Oedipal anger. (p. 4)
Carpenter even admits to grappling with his own Oedipal concerns, saying:
Oedipal rage against the father is perhaps the most prevalent source of rebellion and
destructiveness in Western society. (p. 4)
Conan embodies these impulses in all of us, venting the author’s and the reader’s wrath in
a carefully orchestrated climax of fury. … Howard’s excesses are a reflection of his own
immoderate fears. As a boy he suffered night-terrors – panicky, delirious dreams, possibly
of being menaced by monsters resembling the direst inhabitants of his Conan tales. It
seems likely that these extravagant frights were a result of fears and warnings used by his
alienated, protective mother to control him, and of the intense (and ultimately fatal) web of
demands and constraints she was weaving about him. (p. 5)
Carpenter theorizes that the wonder and promise in the Conan stories are the result of REH’s selftherapeutic facing of the challenges of the adult world, in part during his courtship of Novalyne, until deep,
inexorable forces in his life made him literarily unproductive and ultimately suicidal.
McCollum has a four-page, graphic art strip. Clark reprints an article on Doc Savage by David Pettus.
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Artwork by Rick
McCollum from
Mailing #99
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At 587 pages, Mailing #100 (Nov, 1989) is the largest Mailing then, and is even now the second largest
ever, being a “centennial special” that most members had been preparing for for months. It consisted of
five sections plus three additional items. Trout had asked to be the guest Official Editor. All but one of the
16 regular members contributed (the highest percentage ever then and now), as did all four honorary
members (one sending just a postcard). Regular Official Editor Cavalier had polled the honorary members
to see who intended to be active (if not necessarily regular) contributors. All but Laughlin replied in the
affirmative, so Laughlin would be replaced by Novalyne Price Ellis in Mailing #102.
Laughlin, for Mailing #100, did send a letter saying that Jack Scott, editor of the Cross Plains Review
newspaper, told her that a local group (Project Pride) had just bought the Howard house with the intention
to preserve it, perhaps as some sort of museum. [Indeed, they renovated it and still maintain and staff it as
the Howard House and Museum.]
Flanagan submits an essay on Francis “El Borak” Gordon, REH’s adventurer in the Middle East
(reprinted later herein). Continuing his series on famous pulp heroes, Flanagan discusses Captain Future
and the Spider. He also reprints a second installment of Gayle Lovett’s “Collecting Weird Tales.”
Cribbs comments to Burke that “The Bob Howard that Mrs. Ellis continues to paint sure doesn’t much
resemble the twisted little boy that some pseudo-psychologists would make him out to be. It’s hard to
imagine that someone with all the insecurities that Leonard would ascribe could even function, much less
be a successful writer, an avid and energetic local historian and intelligent correspondent.” (p. 2) Cribbs
also has an essay in which he uses modern anthropology to justify his thesis that modern man evolved from
a line of killer apes; that man inherited those aggressive tendencies; and that suppression of these natural
instincts can lead to symptoms of mental instability and emotional turmoil that are so obvious in today’s
society. “A lot has been written on Robert E. Howard’s concept of the noble savage and on his pessimistic
attitude for the human race – it may be that the darker side of REH’s and Karl Edward Wagner's fantasy
appeal to us in part because we subconsciously realize the truth that we come from a long line of killers
whose most deeply rooted instincts are based in conflict. … Reading Conan is therapy.” (p. 12)
Returning member Ben Indick reproduces a postcard from Lovecraft to Howard and praises de Camp
for his urbane friendliness the one time they met and dined together. De Camp even commended Indick
for his play “Incident at Cross Plains” in the semiprozine REH: Lone Star Fictioneer #4 (1976), despite
Indick’s making fun of “posthumous collaborators” therein.
Herron’s zine cover is inscribed: “The Dark Barbarian, ego secure after accomplishments too numerous
to mention, strides mightily into the Temple sacred to the Dinks, and proclaims: ‘I piss on you all from a
considerable height,’” The Dark Barbarian being his 1984 anthology of REH literary criticism. Herron’s
arrogance is often evident in his criticisms of fan contributions and publications, never more so than in his
snide comments in this zine. He would leave REHupa for good after Mailing #104.
Karl Edward Wagner imparts news about his latest contribution to the newly revived Weird Tales
magazine. Carpenter acts peeved at members’ criticisms of his Oedipalism essay. “I feel as if I’m casting
my silk purses before swines’ ears.” (p. 1) He defends his use of de Camp’s Dark Valley Destiny and
Freudian psychology. Tim Arney spotlights the origin and different versions of the English folksong
“Barbara Allen,” a ballad which had apparently impressed Howard so much that he wrote one of his few
stories having a strong romantic connection: “For the Love of Barbara Allen.” McCollum submits the first
of his many extensively hand-lettered zines, with his own art gracing the covers and an ad for his own
Horde comic book, followed by a 42-page graphic art strip about his Bane character.
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In a 54-page zine, Clark lists early REHupa Mailings he’s willing to xerox for paying members. He also
includes a five-page graphic art strip lampooning Burke as a barbarian character, produced by himself and
artist Charlie Williams, and a nine-page strip adapting part of Wagner’s story “Raven’s Eyrie,” by himself
and McCollum (the strip was never completed). Finally, Clark has another installment listing literary works
or authors mentioned in any writings by REH.
Trout reviews Herron’s The Dark Barbarian, noting Herron’s statement that “if I had … never gotten
around to writing “The Dark Barbarian” [the Article], I wouldn’t rate much as a REH critic.” (p. 11) Trout
then adds: “When you remove the commentary by other critics, the words of Bob Howard himself, and the
large portions that are actually about de Camp and Carter and Marvel Comics and movies and characters
totally unrelated to Howard, a curious thing occurs; “The Dark Barbarian”: the Article fades into the
shadows, a thing of very little substance indeed.” (p. 12). Trout also contributes his essay “Where Seldom
Is Heard a Discouraging Word” about the prevalence of frontier settings and characters in REH writings;
an essay on references to the killing of gods or godlike monsters in Howard stories; and poetry by Rupert
Brooke (1887-1915), whom REH admired.
Hoffman compiles 15 of Howard’s erotic poems in his zine in a 23-page collection titled Desire and
Other Erotic Poems, of which six are first appearances (courtesy of Glenn Lord) and all of which are
illustrated by Frank Frazetta.
Cavalier reproduces several of his female nudes, and discusses the history and descriptions of a number
of REH-related roleplaying games (Conan being one of Gary Gygax’s inspirations for inventing Dungeons
& Dragons). Cavalier also reprints his letter to Amra #70 (1981) decrying pastiching and other
merchandizing of Howard characters (which we reprinted last time), followed by William Stout’s letter
from #71 (1982) countering Cavalier’s criticism of a Conan movie, and Cavalier’s rebuttal, which wasn’t
published due to Amra’s demise. Lastly, Cavalier reprints articles about Marvel’s Conan comics.
Burke presents a 106-page zine containing his essay “Journey Inside: The Quest of the Hero in ‘Red
Nails’; Toward an Archetypal Analysis of Robert E. Howard,” the longest and most thorough study of any
REH story. The essay is a psychological analysis and literary critique of Howard’s last Conan story, “Red
Nails,” drawing on Carl Jung’s writings on psychology and lit-crit by Joseph Campbell and Northrop Frye
on the influence and structure of cultural myths, also incorporating Burke’s own knowledge of REH’s life
and works and of psychology in general. In particular, Burke is of the opinion that surmises and
speculations of many critics, such as de Camp, who wrote a biography and articles on Howard, generally
tend to obscure, rather than illuminate, the author’s life and literary achievements, which include stories
often dismissed as little more than vividly written adolescent wish-fulfillment fantasies. Jung stated that
“psychology, being the study of psychic processes, can be brought to bear upon the study of literature, for
the human psyche is the womb of all the sciences and arts. We may expect psychological research, on the
one hand, to explain the formation of a work of art, and on the other to reveal the factors that make a person
artistically creative.” (p. 5) A writer’s “vision is not something derived or secondary, and it is not a
symptom of something else. It is a true symbolic expression – that is, the expression of something existent
in its own right, but imperfectly known … It is not alone the creator of this kind of art who is in touch with
the night-side of life, but the seers, prophets, leaders and enlighteners also ... The primordial experience is
the source of his creativeness; it cannot be fathomed, and therefore requires mythological imagery to give
it form. ... Since the particular expression can never exhaust the possibilities of the vision, but falls far
short of it in richness of content, the poet must have at his disposal a huge store of materials if he is to
communicate even a few of his intimations.” (p. 7)
Burke says, “Because there are many things which elude our attempts to define or understand them, we
often use symbolic terms or images to express them. This is why all religions and mythologies use symbols.
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But as the work of Jung and his followers has shown, ‘Man also produces symbols unconsciously and
spontaneously, in the form of dreams.’” (p. 8) “Dream images, understood as symbols, are the vehicles by
which the unconscious attempts to bring ideas into the conscious sphere. Moreover, as he explored the
‘meanings’ of the symbols produced in dreams, Jung discovered what he called ‘archetypes,’ motifs or
patterns which appear again and again in the dreams of persons from widely different cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds. Further, he found that these same archetypes recur throughout the religions and
mythologies of the world. This led him to the conclusion that they are rooted in the structure of the human
psyche, a structure which, because it is shaped by the physiological structure of our brains, must like them
be a part of our common human inheritance. This inheritance he termed our “collective unconscious.” (pp.
8-9) “Art is a kind of innate drive that seizes a human being and makes him its instrument” (p. 11), much
as Howard found himself not only inspired, but consumed by the need, to chronicle the adventures of Conan.
“Joseph Campbell was a student of comparative mythologies. In such books as The Hero with a
Thousand Faces, The Flight of the Wild Gander, and The Masks of God …, he demonstrated that Jung’s
theories help explain the remarkable similarities that have long been noted among all the world’s religions
and mythologies. [H]e outlined the archetypal pattern of the hero-tale, a pattern which, as we shall see, is
of the first importance in understanding the symbolic language in Robert E. Howard’s art. (p. 9) Campbell
has shown that a certain structure underlies mythology, religion, folk, and fairy tales and legends, such as
the advent, development, and destiny of a heroic protagonist. “‘And since symbolization is the
characteristic pleasure of the human mind the fascination of the tale increased in proportion to the richness
of its symbolic content.’ Herein, I think, lies a key to understanding the enduring fascination with the tales
of Robert E. Howard.” (p. 10) “The ‘monstrous, irrational and unnatural’ motifs of folk tale and myth are
derived from the reservoirs of dream and vision.” (p. 12) “Our modern difficulty in understanding the
symbolic language of myths and dreams can in large part be laid to our insistence upon ‘realism.’” (p. 13)
“It is my belief that, in examining a Robert E. Howard story from the standpoint of ‘archetypal criticism,’
we can clearly see his design; that we not only find the archetypal pattern therein but that we see also that
his ‘originality’ lay in the fact that he uses these motifs and images in a very nearly undisplaced form. That
is to say, that he has stripped away the centuries of displacement leading through the various phases of
romance to the development of modern ‘realistic’ fiction (and what Jung referred to as ‘psychological’
fiction), delving deep into the reservoir of myths and dreams, the realm of our collective unconscious, to
find and bring forth the undisguised symbolic images and themes; that he has, further, expressed these
materials, as George Knight has shown, in the ‘direct,’ ‘more violent, more realistic, ... terse, newspaperlike language’ with which others, such as Hemingway and Hammett, were revitalizing American literature,
making it more ‘accessible’ to the modern reader; that he has, in short, brought the images and themes of
the ancient tellers of myths and wonder tales into the present century directly, in essence skipping over the
entire period which begins with the early monks transcribing these tales and reworking them in a such a
way as to make them palatable to the medieval Christian sensibility, and which culminates in the flowery
language and arty toying about with elves of such ‘lush stylists’ as William Morris, Lord Dunsany, J. R. R.
Tolkien, and E. R. Eddison, to bring them fresh and undisguised back into our lives.” (pp. 13-14)
According to Campbell, “The standard path of the mythological adventure of the hero is a magnification
of the formula represented in the rites of passage: separation – initiation – return: which might be named
the nuclear unit of the monomyth.” He then presents the formula in its broadest, most basic outline: “A
hero ventures forth from the world of common day into a region of supernatural wonder; fabulous forces
are there encountered and a decisive victory is won; the hero comes back from this mysterious adventure
with the power to bestow boons on his fellow man.” (p. 14) Burke proceeds to critique “Red Nails,” taking
cues from Campbell and Frye. While describing the initial setting, “Howard has us wondering what in the
world this woman pirate is doing so far (apparently) from the sea, at the same time he has her wondering
what a city is doing ‘so many leagues’ march from the nearest outposts of any sort of civilization. It is also
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important. to note the unnatural stillness of the wood: this is the dark, perilous forest which the hero must
enter; it is a stage of transition from our world of common day to the mythical realm in which the adventure
will take place.” (p. 16)
When Conan has caught up with Valeria outside the city/fortress of Xuchotl, he practically forces
himself on her lustily. “My reading is that, in Conan and Valeria, we have here two halves of one whole
hero: Valeria is the anima, the feminine side of the hero’s nature, with which he must come to terms. Conan
is the animus, the masculine side of the heroine’s nature, with which she must come to terms. Thus, each
represents a part of the other of which the other is at best only vaguely aware. The subject of anima/animus
is far too complex to permit discussion here, but I believe it might prove at least as fruitful in discerning
the nature of Conan and Valeria’s relationship as the assumption this is simply ‘the battle of the sexes.’
Among other things, we may note that the anima frequently appears in dreams to point out facts which are
hidden within our unconscious, or to put us ‘in tune with the right inner values’; in other words, she is often
our guide or mediator with our inner being. We also note the first two stages in the development of the
anima: ‘The first stage ... represents purely instinctual and biological relations,’ while the second
‘personifies a romantic and aesthetic level that is, however, still characterized by sexual elements.’ For the
woman, the animus is ‘apt to take on the form of a hidden “sacred conviction,” sometimes preached with a
loud, insistent masculine voice ...’; ‘even in a woman who is outwardly very feminine, the animus can be
an equally hard, inexorable power. One may suddenly find oneself up against something in a woman that
is obstinate, cold, and completely inaccessible.’ His first two stages are also interesting for us: ‘he first.
appears as a personification of mere physical power,’ while ‘in the next stage he possesses initiative and
the capacity for planned action.’” (p. 19) “[M]y own view [is] that Valeria, whom I believe to be clearly
the central figure in “Red Nails,” is one reason that the story is among Howard’s best, and represents a
major step forward in his own psychological growth. Unfortunately, events conspired to overwhelm
Howard in his final year of life and drive him to suicide. But if I am right in thinking that Valeria represents
Conan’s anima and Conan, Valeria’s animus, then what we have here is a tale dealing with integration of
the Self. … As they re-enter the forest, Howard notes that just enough sunlight filters through the trees ‘to
make a jade-tinted twilight,’ and that ‘The giant trunks of trees less than a hundred yards away looked dim
and ghostly.’ Again we are reminded that we are no longer in our natural world, but on the threshold of a
supernatural one.” (p. 20)
“With [the dragon’s] appearance on the scene, we now have in place all the elements of what Campbell
denotes [as] ‘the Call to Adventure.’” Quoting Campbell, “Typical of the circumstances of the call are the
dark forest, the great tree, the babbling spring, and the loathly, underestimated appearance of the carrier of
the power of destiny. The disgusting and rejected … dragon … is the representative of that unconscious
deep … wherein are hoarded all of the rejected, unadmitted, unrecognized, or undeveloped factors, laws,
and elements of existence. Those are … the jewels that give light to the demon cities of the underworld;
the fire seeds in the ocean of immortality which supports the earth and surrounds it like a snake … The
herald or announcer of the adventure, therefore, is often dark, loathly, or terrifying, judged evil by the
world; yet if one could follow, the way would be opened through the walls of day into the dark where the
jewels glow.” (p. 22) Burke observes that “the ‘demon city’ of Xuchotl is lit by ‘fire jewels’ which are, in
fact, the petrified eyes of serpents; and that Conan and Valeria learn from Olmec that a great number of
dragons once roamed the forest, thus effectively circling the city (surrounding it like a snake) – it is
interesting that Howard had earlier chosen the metaphor of ‘rolling green ocean’ to describe the forest when
Valeria first climbed the crag.” (p. 22)
Burke notes other references to water early in the tale; that heroes often come from the water; and that
birth can be likened to leaving a liquid realm. “This is our initial emergence from the state of unconscious
bliss into the world of conscious life. The dragon, herald of the adventure, clearly announces that Conan
and Valeria have left ‘the fields we know’ and entered into a supernatural realm. The dragon or serpent is,
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generally speaking, representative of the ‘unconscious deep.’ Throughout the mythologies of the world,
we find this image. The dragon is the chaos monster who encircles the world, the beast who lies just beyond
the fringes of our conscious world, always threatening to burst forth and destroy the established order (i.e.
our conscious, rational world). The serpent of the Garden of Eden and the Worm Ourobouros of Greek
mythology and medieval alchemy are two of the better-known representations, but there are a multitude of
others. … The pool beside which the horses had been left is also a representation of the unconscious, as
bodies of water have always been. … The pool is a direct opening from the unconscious into the conscious
world, and beside it suddenly appears the dragon, the loathly, terrifying herald of the adventure into which
the heroes will be plunged. For the moment Conan and Valeria, having won again to the top of the crag,
are safe from the dragon. Here we recognize the crag as representative of what Campbell … called ‘the
great tree,’ which may also be represented by a mountain.” (p. 24)
While drawing attention to the fruit of a nearby tree that Conan will use to poison the dragon by means
of a spear, “Valeria has unknowingly played out a role of the anima, pointing out the means whereby the
hero may be delivered.” (p. 25) “‘The sounds that issued from [the dragon’s] blood-streaming jaws did not
sound like anything that could have been produced by an earthly creation.’ (Here is another indication we
have left the world we know for another, supernatural realm.)” (p. 27) By defeating the dragon, Conan
plays the role of Campbell’s hero vanquishing the “threshold guardian” at the entrance to a zone of unknown
danger and, often, darkness where the hero passes into a new zone of experience, requiring competence and
courage. “Conan and Valeria now pass through into ‘the realm of night’” (p. 29) after the sun had set on
the plain. The next day, they enter the city. Quoting Campbell, “The idea that the passage of the magical
threshold is a transit into a sphere of rebirth is symbolized in the worldwide womb image of the belly of the
whale.” The mysterious city is, quite clearly, a womb-image (although, as we shall see, it is a demonic
one). It has been pointed out that society is a sort of second, or external womb, in which man, who does
not emerge from the first, or biological, womb as fully developed as other mammals, completes his
development. The city is clearly representative of society, and thus of this second womb. In addition. this
city is actually one vast building – houses, palaces, dungeons, and so forth frequently are womb images.
… In entering the mysterious city, Conan and Valeria are dying to the world they know, and entering the
enfolding womb of the unconscious.” (p. 30)
By the time Conan and Valeria have moved through the demonically jewel-lit city and ascended a stair,
“it is now abundantly clear that this city is a representation of the unconscious, the underworld, the realm
of the dead, a region of supernatural activity.” (p. 34) Valeria then encounters a city native named Techotl,
whom she saves from a nightmarish stalker bearing a burning skull. “Here we have another threshold
guardian, represented by the demonic skull of the ancient necromancer. It was brought up from the
catacombs – if the city itself is the unconscious, the catacombs are its deepest – perhaps repressed –
contents. … Here, too, we meet a figure who is often a part of ‘the call to adventure’ – the supernatural
helper. In this instance, the helper is supernatural only in the sense that all the denizens of the city are:
completely cut off from normative human experience, as we shall be seeing, they cannot be considered
natural.” (p. 36) … Quoting Campbell, “In fairy lore it may be some little fellow of the wood, some wizard,
hermit, shepherd, or smith, who appears, to supply the amulets and advice that the hero will require. The
higher mythologies develop the role in the great figure of the guide, the teacher. the ferryman, the conductor
of souls to the underworld.’” (p. 36) Techotl “provide[s] advice which the heroes need, serves as their
guide and teacher in the ways of the city, and is the conductor of their souls to the underworld.” (p. 37) As
Campbell says, “This first stage of the mythological journey – which we have designated ‘the call to
adventure’ – signifies that destiny has summoned the hero and transferred his spiritual center of gravity
from within the pale of his society to a zone unknown. This fateful region of both treasure and danger may
be variously represented ... but it is always a place of strangely fluid and polymorphous beings,
unimaginable torments, superhuman deeds, and impossible delights ... Once having traversed the threshold,
the hero moves in a dream landscape of curiously fluid, ambiguous forms, where he must survive a
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succession of trials. This is a favorite theme of the myth-adventure. It has produced a world literature of
miraculous tests and ordeals.” (p. 37)
Quoting Frye, “Symbols of heaven” in demonic imagery “tend to become associated with the
inaccessible sky,” here cut off by ‘one great roof,’ with only brief glimpses afforded through the skylights.
(p. 39) In Frye’s demonic imagery, Prince Olmec’s red-nailed pillar of vengeance corresponds to the “Tree
of Death” or the “stake.” Conan’s account to Olmec of his killing the dragon fixes his legendary stature as
Dragon-Slayer. The riveting story of the flight of the Tlazitlan tribe from Stygia to Xuchotl; their triumph
over and torture of its original inhabitants; the Tlazitlan degeneration into sloth and disconnection from the
natural and spiritual worlds; their division into two endlessly feuding tribes, the Tecuhltli and the
Xotalancas, doomed to a nightmare existence imprisoned in a dragon-besieged city; their bloody mutual
destruction; and Tolkemec’s resorting to terrible magicks from the catacombs and his exile thereto until he
emerges (like a demonic counterpart to Osiris/Horus, Mithra, or Jesus) are all examples of Howard’s
storytelling genius.
Burke observes that the twin brothers, each leading one of the warring tribes, recall similar figures in
various mythologies. The demonic imagery in the story identifies Xuchotl as an existential hell, like
Dante’s Inferno or a hell that man creates upon the earth, concentrating evil, transforming its inhabitants,
and cutting off its umbilical connection to the natural world, as if it were a barren womb, which is the key
to understanding why the tribesmen can no longer reproduce. Fear and revulsion of Xuchotl’s denizens
drive Valeria to whip Princess Tascela’s maid, who had attempted to drug her, in a scene that is blatantly
sexual. Fritz Leiber and Wagner attributed this scene to REH knowing his pulp markets and what would
most likely secure him a cover illustration. [And from his personal library, we also know that Howard had
some interest himself in sadomasochism and lesbianism.] De Camp and Leiber had low opinions of “Red
Nails,” though most readers rank it as one of the best Conan tales. Cesasini and Hoffman [7] hold it in high
regard, seeing it as an allegory and indictment of modern urban living, and comparing the tribal feud to
gang warfare. Burke disagrees, pointing out that the story goes on after the feud reaches its bloody
conclusion; that urban warfare takes place between groups of different races or cultures, while a feud like
the one in the story or one in a rural setting such as Howard would have been familiar with had to do with
a homogeneous group at war with itself (the former even being trapped in a confined space). In any case,
“Red Nails” is in part about the dehumanizing effect of urban life, as well as the role that society plays in
suppressing or neglecting an individual’s psychic energy. The latter manifests itself as a neurotic
dissociation which, in the story, is the conflict between the two tribes and the climactic intrusion of the
deranged Tolkemec from the catacombs.
Frye would have seen Tascela as a negative anima figure, luring men like Olmec into dangerous desire.
Burke says the central action of “Red Nails” is Conan’s adventure along Campbell’s “Road of Trials”
throughout which heroes must pass on their way to rebirth. The tale also revolves around the Tragedy of
Olmec, who is finally killed by Conan. In the final battle between Conan and Tolkemec, “Each is the
other’s shadow: they are dialectic opposites, Conan the elementally natural, life-affirming; Tolkemec
elementally unnatural, life-negating.” (p. 67) Tolkemec falls to Conan. Tascela turns out to be a witch
buying immortality by sacrificing young maidens and tries to do the same to Valeria in a frankly sexual
scene, but is laid low by the pirate. Thus, the animus and anima heroes are victorious over their “shadow”
opposites. Campbell says that “The ultimate adventure, when all the barriers and ogres have been
overcome, is commonly represented as a mystical marriage … of the hero-soul with the queen Goddess of
the World.” (p. 68) That goddess is Valeria, the winning of whom was the original goal of Conan’s quest.
The reason for REH’s comparisons of Conan to others in the story is that his keener senses, natural instincts,
and self-awareness guide him to that he survives his passage through the depths of the unconscious,
returning to the conscious world with his life-renewing boon, which Campbell reveals to be the Freedom
to Live.
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Flanagan submits an eight-page 4 in × 5 ¾ in facsimile reprint of the fanzine The Phantagraph, Vol. 4,
#5 (Aug., 1936), which first published Howard’s poem “Always Comes Evening,” as well as his obituary.
Trout produces a 16-page 5 ½ in × 8 ½ in chapbook in a run of 30 numbered copies containing the first
appearance of a ca. Dec., 1930 letter from REH to Lovecraft.
Clark contributes the first publication of Howard’s epic poem “The Ballad of King Geraint,” a 64-page
emulation of Chesterton’s The Ballad of the White Horse, which also contains an afterword by Burke, a
guide to names and terms in “Geraint,” and a bibliography, but no other poems (contrary to the title page)
or introduction by Clark (contrary to the Contents page). It was published in a run of 70 paperbound copies
(including those in Mailing #100) and 300 hardbound copies with dustjackets, by Kovacs’s Barnswoggle
Press (Zurich, 1989), all of which are now very rare; I’ve never seen any individual copies for sale.
And so concludes the first hundred Mailings of REHupa apazines, as this premier organization of
Howardist fans and budding scholars attains a noteworthy level of literary expertise and editorial
competence, one it would basically maintain till the present day.
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RUSTY BURKE’S CRITIQUE OF “BEYOND THE BLACK RIVER”
FROM MAILINGS #91 AND #92 (PART 2 OF 2)
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NOVALYNE PRICE ELLIS’S Q & A SESSION AFTER HER
NOLACON SPEECH (TRANSCRIBED BY ADRIAN AND CLARK IN
MAILING #96)
Ellis: I hope you have some questions. (pause) Did you want to say something Rusty?
Rusty Burke: I leave it up to you. (To the crowd:) Please feel free to ask questions. Mrs. Ellis has agreed
to answer any questions you might have.
From the Audience: I have read your book a couple of times. Bob mentioned that he wanted to go and
beat someone up if he bothered you. Just out of hearing your opinion, if you had said yes, would he have
done that or was he trying to impress you, protect you, do you think?
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Ellis: I don’t know. That’s was one thing that I was never sure of. The only thing that for fear that he
would do it, I certainly never put him on the spot. OK!
From the Audience: We have heard a lot about Mrs. Howard, of course because she’s always, I think, in
many ways the fans kind of blame her, you know not intentionally, you know, for Robert E. Howard’s
suicide, but it seems there’s not much ever said about his father and I kind of heard that he was again one
of the people who thanked him? [sic] Very much, very strict, and very discipline, a hard man to get along
with. I wonder could you say something? Did you know his father at all? Perhaps?
Ellis: Yes, I knew his father as well as a patient knows a doctor because I went to him several times while
I was teaching in Cross Plains. And I knew him that way and we talked a bit. However, we talked more
after Bob’s suicide than we did before. But I never did get the impression that Bob and his father didn’t
like each other. I think that his father was very interested in Bob’s writing. And Bob would bring up
things that Dr. Howard was interested in. I mean that Dr. Howard was interested in everything. He was
like Bob in that particular way and he would carry on with a lot of the things that Bob had said; maybe
about old times or something like that. And he had been a country doctor for years. I do know this, Bob
and his dad talked a lot together and that they argued. Just as much as Bob and I argued, but that was
easy to do with Bob. You didn’t have to try, all you had to do was express an opinion and it really didn’t
make very much difference to Bob whether he believed in what you said or not. As long as he could
argue about it, he argued. And if you said it’s going to rain, he’d give you a thousand reasons why it
won’t. But if you knew something he didn’t know, believe me, he would pick your brain clean and it
would be in the form of an argument. He couldn’t talk to you, so he was constantly arguing.
And that was a way of learning to Bob.
From the Audience: Do you think the fact that you were a debate teacher and became a debate teacher,
maybe that personality trait of his attracted him to you and you to him? The fact that you both like to
argue?
Ellis: (Laughs) At the time I was going with Bob, I wasn’t the debate coach. I was, I lived, and breathed
for drama, but I had argued. I learned to talk, I believe at nine months, mother said. And I’m arguing for
eighty years. Yes, I expect that that was one of the things that kept Bob interested enough to make date
after date with me, was the fact that we could argue all the time.
From the Audience: You stated that maybe this pessimistic world to you contributed to his suicide. He
has seen what happened I think, but I find in his fiction he was prophetic, especially in “Red Nails,” as
you said. And he really saw farther in life in what was coming and I think it was his knowledge of
history, but my question is to speak to you about reincarnation, a theme strong in his fiction.
Ellis: He did talk about that some, let me go back to some of the things he talked about. He told me that
in ten years, every play I directed would be so filled with the talk of dirty old men that I couldn’t produce
it. Well it took a few more years than ten, but one of my former pupils, dramatic pupils at Lafayette High
School, brought me a play to read. It was sickening. I couldn’t have possibly given that, and whatever
scene I gave I had to clean up. So in that particular instance, Bob was absolutely right. And he predicted
other things ... that men would not care for their fellow men ... that the things of that type were going to
happen. Literature was going to be dirty and that by all means the abnormal was going to be considered
normal. That was one big thing with him.
From the Audience: Like for instance your Gay rights activists coming out of the closets.
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Ellis: Yeah! Uh! Huh! Bob really predicted that according to some of the things he said to me about
“Red Nails.” That’s what “Red Nails” holds that up and glorifies it. Doesn’t it?
From the Audience: Holds it up, but doesn’t exactly glorify it, but I’m also interested in the reincarnation
theme. In one passage of the book I remember that he was telling you, he had lived lives where his best
friend had taken his girlfriend before. And it was something that was going to happen to him again and
again throughout history. Did he really believe that, after he died, he would come back again?
Ellis: I didn’t at the time. I was going with him. I didn’t believe that. To me that was just another story,
just one his stories. Now one of my former students, Billy Ruth Loving, tells me Dr. Howard went all
over town talking about reincarnation and that doesn’t surprise me either. Because Dr. Howard was as
argumentative as Bob was. And they said things like that – What if? Now with Bob a lot of those things
were what if this were … the very basis for a story.
From the Audience: He did work it in several of his stories. I was wondering if you didn’t think he gave
it any serious thought?
Ellis: No, I didn’t, but two years after his death, I’m sorry I told you people this over and over, you hear
my stories over and over. Two years after Bob died, I was teaching here at Houston. I went to town one
day and I was to meet my friends at a certain place and along about the time I got ready to meet them, I
went outside, went across the street, and was waiting to cross the street. And I looked up. There came
Bob toward me, had on that brown suit and hat, was pulled down over his eyes. Same size man – big man
and I couldn’t cross the street. I began to back up. I backed up against a store window, there and stood
there, you know. The man came on and stopped at the edge of the sidewalk, across from me and he stood
there. He turned around and I kept saying now you can see differences. He turned around and looked at
me. I gulped. I may have made a sound, I don’t know, but then this bus he was waiting for came along
and he got on the bus. I watched it till it was out of sight. So I almost believed in reincarnation myself.
That was the one and only thing that ever made me think that well now you know, maybe – What if
maybe I believe you said last night that maybe he was taking his last goodbye, but I put that into a radio
script in 1947, when I had to write a radio script to hand in and I gave Rusty a copy of it. He’s going to
use it with some things. [Day of the Stranger: Further Memories of Robert E. Howard]
From the Audience: Yes, Mrs. Ellis, I was wondering how much of the outlook economically and
politically of the United States with the world situation in the 1930’s – how that might have had an effect
on Bob’s pessimistic outlook and idea of decay of civilization?
Ellis: That had a lot! Bob was very, very interested in politics. He sat at his radio during an election.
You know, they use to announce on the radio, well he would sit there all night long to listen to things like
that. He was vitally interested and just hung on them. I expect that some of his predictions are based on
what he observed. Well I’m sure they had to be. They have happened so exactly as he said that they had
to have been. If you let me butt in, he was predicting by 1931 that we would go to war with Japan. That
was right!
From the Audience: Aside from the pressure, what things were actually going on in 1930’s that made him
feel that the civilization was so decayed?
Ellis: I don’t know where he got that idea that it was so. Certainly in the 1930’s, that was a naive time of
life, we just accepted it. The only thing that I can account for it, was that he wasn’t sure about women’s
suffrage. That is, he wasn’t too much sure about it, and his belief that a woman needed someone to take
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care of her. And women getting so where they did as they pleased. I don’t think Bob would like the
1980’s at all.
From the Audience: Did he believe in two kinds of women, then? Because that’s not the kind he wrote
about with lady pirates running around on ships. Do you think maybe there were two kinds?
Ellis: I think that in regard to that he didn’t. I used to wonder if he liked me because I didn’t always agree
with him and a lot of women agreed with men. If a man said this was white, I thought it was black. I said
black. I thought maybe it was that, but it all depended, everything Bob said depended on what he was
trying to do at the moment. If he was trying to convince one of something, OK, that was one thing. If he
was trying to find out something. and someone else knew the answer. But as far as the women were
concerned, if he did believe there were two kinds of women, he certainly wanted me to be more
agreeable, that all be more agreeable.
From the Audience: Mrs. Ellis, to go further on that comment, doesn’t the strong female characters like
Valeria of the Red Brotherhood, or Bêlit, or some of the other characters of the Conan stories, or Dark
Agnes – weren’t they more his feminine idealization of the rule of barbarism being superior over
civilization?
Ellis: I don’t know. I honestly don’t know that because I haven’t read all of those stories. Remember that
to argue with me would be one thing and to put it into a story another. I’m sure that there are a lot of
things that he said to me that he didn’t believe. That was to make me mad.
From the Audience: They were used. He was using them as part of his arguments?
Ellis: Yes!
From the Audience: And since you were taking the position, (what would be looked at today) the more
feminist outlook, then he took the natural male chauvinist position?
Ellis: Oh, yes!
From the Audience: That way he could get a good argument brewing while you’re driving the car.
(Audience laughter)
Ellis: He really could argue, but I wasn’t bad at arguing. I didn’t know I was the debate coach. Years
later when my husband got a job at Layfette and at the University of South Western and I had to have a
job. We were not broke. We were under broke, under flat broke. I told the head of the department I had
to have a teaching job. And he said to me one day, “Can you coach debate?” and I said (gulp) “Yes.” I
became a debate coach.
From the Audience: The attitude of course of Bob in Cross Plains – do you think that had any effect on
his general outlook on his personality at all? How did people in Cross Plains on the average – how did
people look at him?
Ellis: How did they look?
From the Audience: How did they look at him?
Ellis: Oh! How did they look at him?
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From the Audience: And did that have an effect on him? His opinions toward them?
Ellis: Yes, he – Let me tell you how he felt first. He felt like an outsider, he felt like a loner, and he didn’t
want to be. He was very, very jealous of Nat Williams. Nat Williams was one of those successful men
who when he came down the street, everybody would say, “Hi, Nat. Come have a cup of coffee!”
Everybody loved Nat Williams, everybody but Bob and Bob didn’t. The things like that were pretty
much his feelings. And the way the people felt about him, I know more about, how my cousin, Enid
Buckman, one of the finest English teachers I have ever seen in my life. There isn’t anyone teaching
school now who is better that she was when she was teaching in Cross Plains High School and she
thought he was crazy. She didn’t make any bones about it. And her younger sister, Jimmie Lou, which is
mentioned in the book, if Bob would have said, “Hello” to her, I think she would have run. Now a lot of
people felt that way about him. When somebody is so different from everybody else, you know.
There’re more mature people who liked him. He went out of his way to be friendly with people. Now he
told me that before the 1930’s that at one time he had gone to the Methodist churches, Methodist
Temperance League, and he had made a good many friends. I’m sure those people liked him. One time
[this was long before I got there. I don’t know too much except what I heard.] they had a Sunday
afternoon amateur boxing match and he was very popular with the young people then. But when he
became a reclusive writer and when he began to dress the way he dressed, when he began to act as I
mentioned in my speech, kicked a rock to town. OK! I know what happened. He was walking down the
road. He was thinking about something. He kicked a rock, so then he kicked it again, but why did he
have to kick it all of the way to the Post Office and leave it right outside of the door. Then when he came
out of the Post Office kick it all the way home. Now nobody but Bob Howard could have told you, why
he had to do something like that. Though a lot of people, a lot of people thought it was crazy. One of my
fellow teachers, whom I have been corresponding with in the last book since my book came out, Louise
Nelson, she’s mentioned book, as a very beautiful young woman, well the main thing is still beautiful at
her age, she thought he was crazy and I’m sure she would have run from him. Though there were people
who liked him and people who didn’t and people who were actually afraid of him.
Woman: Of the people who didn’t like him, he talks about having to carry a gun to protect himself …
Was there a high level of hostility that people and other men would, you know, try and harm him?
Ellis: No, I’m glad you brought that up. I’m glad you brought that up. I’ll use the cliché Bloom of the
Old West. Alright, it hadn’t been too long before that there had been desperados in that country. When I
was in the second grade going to school in Brownwood, there was a grandfather of one of my classmates,
I was warned never to ask her about her grandfather because it was ... there was an old man who had
come to town swinging his guns, you know. He had stayed there. He had to become a respectable
citizen. He was perfectly alright and his family was perfectly alright, but there was still ... people were
still a little bit on the lookout for that. And then it passed into the humorous side. There were a lot of
people who carried guns in that time period. My cousin carried a gun all the time. He still does, but he
carries it (chuckles to herself) not because he’s afraid he’s going to meet somebody, he carries it to shoot
rattlesnakes with. Anyhow, my husband reminded me of something that happened in Brownwood one
time. We had a popular newsstand owner, a very popular man. He decided to run for an (political) office.
(To husband:) Do you remember what it was? Sheriff? Yeah, decided to run for Sheriff. And when they
tallied the votes, he only had about ten votes. And that was mostly his family that voted for him. And
here was this popular man with only ten votes. Well, the next Monday morning, when he went down to
open his newsstand he was wearing a great big thirty-eight on his hip. And people said, “Tex,” they
called him “Tex,” “Tex, what are doing with that gun on your hip?” He said, “A man wha’ ain’t got any
more friends than I have better wear a gun!” (Audience laughter) And so, a lot of people carried guns,
and a lot of it was for fun. Now, uhmm, I’ve heard, somebody has either told me, or maybe I read it, I
don’t know, that he stopped when he had Ed Price in the car with him, and pointed over … talked about
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the ... ah … somebody might be behind that bush … that was to scare people! That’s being a Texan!
You just act like that. And one of the things I was saying. It has amazed me that somebody said after the
book came out that Sprague was right. That he was afraid of his enemies! Because of that little remark
he made about his enemies … He was joking when he said that! It was fun, ha, ha! But if you didn’t
grow up in that part of the country, and if you didn’t know the people, if you didn’t know Tex Worship
and Bob Howard ... why you ... you’d take that seriously! That, that bothers me, ah ... ah little bit. Ah, I
didn’t know if you can find very many native Texans in Texas, or not, but ... ah … um, if you can you can
find the same old person of that type that Bob is, that me and my husband … my son … is, you know, just
old country.
Terry Lawson: You mentioned earlier that you spoke with ... talked with Bob’s dad after he passed away.
Did you develop any insights in Bob in talking to his father or was it still more of a patient to doctor kind
of relationship, or was … ah …
Ellis: Well, it became more, ah ... incidentally that picture that is on … the ... um, shirt there. Bob had
given me one those pictures. He gave the profile picture to me, that was mine, that was made for me. But
his mother didn’t care for that, so he gave that to me, and he had the other made ’cause she liked it. So he
had given me one ... but his dad also gave me one ... No, this is what happened after Bob’s death. Ah ...
Dr. Howard needed somebody to talk to about Bob. And ... ah ... and he talked to me about him. But he
... Dr. Howard and I had had a good patient-to-doctor relationship. However, he scared the life out of me
the first time that I went to him. The ... ah … you know you go in … and he’s glaring at you ... (imitates
gruff voice) “mumble, mumble, what do you mean?” That’s kind of discouraging. He wasn’t that way
after Bob’s death ... when he talked to me. He didn’t shout as loud. You realize and I realize that ... ah
this is the Bob Howard that I knew. Not the Bob Howard that Lindsey Tyson knew, or Dave Lee, or
Truett (chuckles to herself)? But I will tell you this. Never at any time after I had started going with
Truett would he have taken me to Cross Plains or have come and gotten me (in Cross Plains). That
answers your question about whether he (Bob) would have fought somebody. Truett wouldn’t have taken
any chances! (Audience laughter)
Lawson: What car was it?
Ellis: Chevrolet.
Vern Clark: GM .... alright. (Audience laughter)
Tim Arney: Bob ... may have mentioned them ... or about dreams, did he ever express his beliefs in
dreams to you.
Ellis: Oh, yes ... ah ... but I didn’t pay too much attention to them because ah ... ah in going with Bob I
had to accept the fact that ... that was going to hear about some big rigamarole about a lot of things I
didn’t want to hear about.
Bill Cavalier: You mention the story “Red Nails” a number of times, and um ... most of us know that two
of the protagonists in the story are very strong-willed women. Ah, that story was obviously written
during the time that you and Bob were very close friends, do you think that possibly, because the two of
you liked to argue and, and discuss things, on maybe a higher level than other men and women, that ... ah
... maybe you were the role model for some of his strong-willed women in some of his stories? Have you
ever ... have you ever given that any consideration?
Ellis: No, I never have, but I sure would have appreciated. (Audience laughter)
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Cavalier: I think that there is some correlation there.
Ellis: Well …
Cavalier: It could very well be.
Ellis: I just ... I just don’t know, for sure.
Bob Weinberg: A lot of us who’ve read the stories innumerable times, can quote dramatic lines from the
stories, I think that’s why a lot of us like Howard’s stories, is that the dialogue is very “purple,” but very,
very dramatic.
Clark: It’s almost Shakespearean, it has impact.
Weinberg: Well ... I’ve written about this a lot, a lot of other people have, and I kind of wonder, you
know, in hearing about him and reading about him always .... when he spoke was he ... did he try
sometimes to be dramatic in the sense of the way he presents. In some of the stories, like for example,
King Kull, “Who dies first?” I wonder when he was arguing, was he ... did he talk kind of ... not, I’m sure
he spoke the way everybody else speaks, but at times did he try to be dramatic in the way he spoke, you
know, that he had this inner sense of drama when he was talking?
Ellis: You can imagine, too, I had an inner sense of drama. (Audience laughter) So we, we were very
dramatic in our arguments. My husband, incidentally was a drama coach at USL, and our arguments have
been very dramatic. (Audience laughter) The ... ah ... but yes ... ah that’s right, and ... and he was great at
the one-liner ... ah ... too, coming up with that. And that was meant to win his point.
Weinberg: Uh humm. Right.
Marc Cerasini: I think, uhmm ... what you were saying about, when he took care of his mother. That he
felt an obligation. I think a lot of what’s been written about Howard tends too .... tends to neglect, I think,
a kind and loving side of the man. I mean, you know, he had a great love of animals. Cats, he wrote
about cats, and ah, and Patches, and I think a lot of that gets shuffled aside. Or if you hear about it ... you
hear about it in terms, of well when Patches died, he had to go away or he probably would have went
insane. You always hear about it in a negative way. I think your book gave a lot of that dimension ... that
he was a caring individual. Someone who was able to express that side of himself. But we never hear
about, and of course it wasn’t in most of the stories.
Ellis: Well, that, ah, listen, he was all heart. And … he was a little bit afraid to be that way. In the 1930’s
that wasn’t as ... ah ... permissible as it is today. And … uh ... so he would try to hide ... ah ... feelings
like that. In that blustery talk that he had! (Imitates gruff voice)
Steve Trout: It’s been clear to me for a while, and it’s ... you know, part of what’s in your book, that
Howard is what, or spent a lot of time being what we would today call a “b. s.” artist. He would just go
(Audience laughter), he would just go on and on. And you know, one of the things that is always like a
cornerstone, that’s in the frontispiece to every Conan book, is that, from the letter about how “Conan is an
amalgamation of a lot of characters … bootleggers, and oil men, and whatever ... that I have known” and
it seems to me that there is a reference where he was telling you that’s what he tells people, that’s not
quite true, that no one really knows where he came up with the characters.
Ellis: Yeah, ah …
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Trout: Is there any other things you can think of, that are like cornerstones that people have gotten from
his letters that you know are just plain fabrications?
Mrs. Ellis: Well, I don’t know ... ah … what’s in those letters .... let you tell me one thing that you’ve
reminded me of ... of something ... um, I mentioned it here in the speech. He’d see a man coming down
the street, and from some subtle communication between the two of them, I don’t remember whether we
used the term subliminal perceptions, or not ... subliminal was a word in use during the 20’s and 30’s I
believe. I checked with a psychologist friend of mine, but I don’t know whether we ever used that word
or not. It seemed to me, ’cause we talked a great deal, about the .... ah ... things that, the impression that I
get ... from you ... or the impressions I get from someone else, and the impression you get from me …
these are important things which make this person a person. And which is used in the stories. Now we
talked a great deal about that. That ... ah ... the characters in the stories ... um ... knowing each other from
those subliminal things, I’ll use the term now, but I don’t know whether that we used that particular ... ah
... thing or not, whether said subliminal, but that’s what we were talking about. At any rate (chuckles to
herself), that subtle communication that ... that passes between people. And … ah ... he believed much
more than I did ... ah ... about things like that. You don’t have time when you’re teaching school,
coaching kids, doing all of the things that you have to do, you don’t have time to read. He called with a ...
what you could do, what individuals were able to do that, that he sometimes went overboard a little bit.
With things ... ah ... about things in his beliefs, I mean. I don’t know if he always talked about that, or
borrowed that from somebody else. The thing that I meant to tell you about, we had a date one night. I
quoted Will James out of context. I said that Will James said that, “Whatever you wanted, if you kept it
in your mind, and you kept saying over and over, I’m going to get that, you would get it.” I guess I said
that, but ’cause William James was about the only high-powered psychologist that I had read, and so, he
was the only one I had to quote. So I said it and Bob said that wasn’t so! That ... that wouldn’t happen ....
He gave me one of the most learned lectures that I have ever listened too, and I don’t think that any
college professor was ever able to do better, as he refuted that! And he made use of a lot of the … of the
European philosophers. And quoted them. And while we were arguing it occurred to me that that would
be wonderful for a three-act play! That the girl would start out believing that, and all these arguments
would be presented against her, and in the end, of course, she’d get the man she wanted! (Audience
laughter) And .... ah ... when I wrote it up, I only wrote up the first act of the play. In which a girl and
her father were having this conversation. And ... ah ... when I began my book that was one thing I wanted
very, very much to find ... but it ... it has been lost. And ah ... so I wish I had it because that would give
you a different picture of the man’s brain ... ah humm.
Trout: You mention the European Philosophers, did you know if Howard read Nietzsche?
Ellis: Yeah, ah humm … he had read that, as well as Voltaire, another one that’s gone right out of my
mind right now …
Clark: Schopenhauer?
Ellis: Yes, him too ... ah ... but there's still someone else. It seems to that he was … ah humm ... sort of
pessimistic.
Cerasini: Schopenhauer’s a pessimist.
Clark: Schopenhauer’s sure pessimistic, that’s right.
Lawson: One thing that I’d read about Howard, was that he spent a lot of money ... a lot of the money that
he earned taking care of his mom, and the bills, and that sort of thing. But one little item in your book
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just surprised the heck out of me was that he paid $25 for a book, and that he then made several hundred
out of it. I can’t imagine what $25 was during the Depression, how that would translate into dollars? But
that was just a tremendous amount of money for a single book. And is that typical, ah would he, that ...?
Mrs. Ellis: Oh yes, ah humm.
Lawson: What would you consider ... um ... in today’s dollars, what .... can you give me a rough estimate
of what $25 would be like in that time?
Clark: What, about a month’s salary?
Mr. Ellis: $250 to $500 dollars, probably.
Ellis: Yes, 250 to 500 dollars. Well ... ah .... Bob was ... was a ... good at that sort of thing. And, ah … he
hunted for books. He didn’t mind paying for them. And that history he wanted, he got it! He, ah ....
when he went to a place like San Antonio, somewhere like that, why, believe me he haunted the
bookstores to find books. But he told me about that book, I don’t know, I borrowed it? He brought to me
once, a history, a real history, not the book he gave me for Christmas … (Audience laughter) … A
History that I wanted. I was teaching history and I needed something alright ... and ah ... I kept the book,
it was an excellent book, I don’t know whether that was the book or not, but anyway ah, like an idiot I
gave it back to him.
Vern Clark: Ah ... besides Bob Howard, Mrs. Ellis, you also knew Clyde Smith fairly well, another close
friend of Bob Howard’s. Urn, earlier in Bob’s life, when he was younger, before he was really spending
full time as a writer, him and Clyde Smith, and sometimes Truett Vinson, they did a lot of traveling in
Texas, and in the Southwest. Um? Could you offer any insights about that period that you got second
hand from Clyde Smith that might be of interest to us, ’cause you really didn’t go over that material in
the book. It wasn’t part of the context of the book.
Ellis: I don’t remember. I just remember that that was the situation, that they were always going around.
Ah ... didn’t I .... ah … I haven’t read the book since I wrote it. That doesn’t have a thing to do with
anything except I really don’t like to read things about Bob Howard. Because, I don’t know, they’re ... ah
when a friend commits suicide, it does something to you that you never quite get over. No matter what
your feelings are, you just don’t quite get over that. And, so, I don’t like to read about it. So I haven’t
read it. But, did I copy those two postal cards that I got from him when he and Truett were in New
Mexico?
Audience: Yes.
Ellis: “Dear Novalyne, as ever, Bob.” (Audience laughter)
Woman with Cerasini: Did you see the Conan movies?
Ellis: Yes.
Woman with Cerasini: What did you think of them?
Ellis: Well … I only saw the one (first one), and, no … no! (Audience laughter and applause)
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Ellis: In the first place the writer who made the script had no conception of what he was doing! The actor
who acted it … is handsome. (Audience laughter)
Clark: Excellent critical comment.
Ellis: That, ah … well I didn’t want … My grandson was in Lafayette spending the weekend with us or I
wouldn’t have seen the first one. (Audience laughter)
Clark: I hope he enjoyed it …
Ellis: He did, I guess. (More laughter)
Ellis: By the way, I … ah … I’m very happy to hear … ah … some of you saying KO-nun, because … ah
… that’s what he called him. It was not ko-NAN, it was KO-nun, you know, with that West Texas drawl.
Clark: Aw, OK, so we should put a little drawl on it … (Audience laughter)
Ellis: Just so it’s not ko-NAN.
Clark: Yeah, you corrected me once … (Laughter)
Ellis: Yes, ah …
Trout: I think Clark’s the only one of the true Howardians who’s ever used that.
Ellis: What?
Trout: I say, of the people I know, he’s the only one I know who’s ever used that.
Ellis: (laughs) Good. (Audience laughter) Good.
Trout: It is a legitimate name, like Arthur Conan Doyle.
Cerasini: It might come from living in isolation, you know. Where I was brought up, nobody else read,
and I came from a town much like Cross Plains, to be honest. Nobody read in our town. I was like,
strange, ’cause I read books! (Audience laughter) I used to come across words, like I think I was in
college before I knew how to pronounce “bourgeoisie,” you know you’d see the word, but you never
heard anybody use it! You know, “bour-ge-WA” … (Audience laughter) Ko-NAN, I mean, you know
… that was just a one you never heard … lapis lazuli … what the heck is that? (Audience laughter)
Trout: That’s like saying the “s” on “apropos.”
Cerasini: Um huh, yeah. We had a dictionary in our high school that didn’t have “lapis lazuli” in it, you
know … (More laughter)
Ellis: Well ... the … ah … I have had a very difficult time pronouncing words. That … that has been
something that has bothered me .... and if it is possible to mispronounce one, I’ll mispronounce it! My
husband, on the other hand, was a “poll-eh-tischon” in graduate school ... so he has some trouble with me
... (Audience laughter)
Ellis: Do you have some more question? Yes ...
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Woman: There’s a story about when he was a young man, that he would break into schools to get books
to read. Is that true?
Ellis: I don’t know whether it was true or not, but, ah ... the reason I doubt it is that I went to a country
school. And I don’t know of any “books” that would have interested him enough ... to have him break in.
I don’t say that he didn’t do it, but ... ah ... there was no country school I went to that had any books.
Glenn Lord: Well, he wrote in a letter to Lovecraft, that he did that. Now whether he was blowing smoke
... it’s hard to know.
Ellis: Yeah, ah humm, that’s right. (chuckles) And don’t think that he didn’t … write something to blow
smoke ... that was part of him ...
Woman: If he was working so hard at home taking care of his mother, where was his father? I mean
wasn’t his father a doctor?
Ellis: Now that’s where you are going to use that old thing that well he was tied to his mother’s apron.
Woman: No! No, not at all.
Ellis: Well this is the thing about him as I said in my speech when he wanted to go home, when he got out
of high school he made a bargain with his mother and dad that if they would let him come home and stay
until he learned to write, then he would take over some of the responsibilities of the home. And he
milked the cow religiously and philosophied about that. Then when they sold the cow and got goats, he
come over and philosophied about the goats and things like that. Very, very often he did the cooking and
I think that that was an obligation he felt that he had to have. His father was a doctor and away from
home a great deal and not able to be there. And then there was the feeling too that his father needed his
rest. His father needed to have some freedom from this. And most of all was it gave Bob a feeling of self
confidence in order to be the big man, able to take care of somebody. I’m sure that once he took over the
care of his mother that his dad didn’t have a chance any more. He was … You talk about dominating.
He was a dominating person. I still don’t believe something Lindsey said to me. He and his dad argued a
lot. Sure they did. Two strong-willed men will argue. Both of them I think, at least Bob, had that idea of
arguing to get opinions.
From the Audience: This is just a theory I have and you might shoot it right down and welcome to, but it
seems to me that his father was equally strong willed that if his father really wanted to look after, they
could have worked up some kind of sharing deal, but his father was a doctor. His father knew that
Hester’s condition was terminal. And I think in my mind, that probably he had to try to detach himself to
save himself pain. She was already as good as dead, because she was dying. And that was why his father
wasn’t really involved in care taking. Do you think there is any truth to that?
Ellis: There is a good possibility that that is right. I don’t know how that would go because even though
you went into Dr. Howard’s office, he barked at you. That was my big thing every time I went to his
office. But listen, he did something, he charged me a whole dollar when I went to his office. Good
Gracious Alive! When I was sick one time, he came to the house on his own free will and accord to see
me the next day during the weekend. He came to the house. I have the feeling that underneath that rough
exterior that Dr. Howard was as much of a soft touch as Bob was. I think that. And when I got sick and
was taken to … First took my kids to the tournament, got sick at the tournament and couldn’t even attend
the production of the play. When I even stayed there a couple of days in the hospital and then when I was
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brought back to Cross Plains, Dr. Howard came right over. Right over to see me. He said he couldn’t do
anything for me, had to go to Brownwood to the hospital. Dr. Howard was a caring doctor.
Lord: I think there is one more thing to be said about this. You remember that during the Depression in
Cross Plains there wasn’t much money. And even though he had a lot of practice, payment was slow if
ever. And a lot of times it was just produce like a side of beef, or a chicken, hog, to pay the hospital bills.
From the Audience: You know in the 1930’s an awful lot of that rural economy was based on the barter
system because cash was so scarce. That’s why Bob’s contribution to his family’s unit was so important.
Even it was late payment, he got cash for his work. He was paid by money from the big city. He thought
that was important but some of the other people in town might have maybe resented that because of his
strange behavior. Was there anything to that?
Ellis: I don’t know. They resented him, but it was mostly because that he was doing something, they
didn’t understand. Most of it, they said that … OK that they read his books so they sold his magazines
there. I was not even aware those magazines were on sale. Now that’s the difference in Cross Plains, if
my cousin had seen one, she would have fainted. She always fainted when she saw that thirty-four
number they gave me with that “Devil in Iron,” you know that big man standing there with the green
snake wrapped around him.
From the Audience: Did you take a lot of grief from the society ladies about dating this strange man? Did
they tell you to find a good person to settle down with?
Ellis: No! Aha! The only person that I took any heat from was from that cousin and she didn’t have to
say anything. She’d just look at you. (Audience laughter)
From the Audience: Along those same lines, in one biography of Howard, you are described as being
appalled at a scene in a story, that’s the word you used, you are described as being appalled. He’s telling
you a story about … The story begins, “A naked woman is running down the road.” It’s a Conan story
and I’m wondering if that’s true? And taking that one step further, did he as he was writing stories, did he
discuss them with you? Did he act out parts of them with you?
Ellis: He discussed them a lot. I mean he talked about them. For example – “Red Nails,” he talked about
it. He talked about “Beyond the Black River” before it came out. What was it that he called? I’ve
forgotten now, what did he call “Red Nails”? When he was talking to me, it came out “Red Nails,” but
I’ve forgotten what he was saying to me about it. But anyhow that ... He talked about them, but I was not
always aware of exactly what he was … What story he was working on or anything. It was just as far as
being appalled. I was also surprised that things like that were printed. I was only twenty-five or -six
years old. Now I didn’t know about a lot of those things.
From the Audience: It’s true. I don’t know what it is. The truism that’s although both, a hard way to say
it, but one generation’s pornography can be the next generation’s art. It’s a harsh way to say it. T. H.
Lawrence is now studied in schools and I think they were burning his books about fifty years ago.
[The questioner is confusing D. H. Lawrence (author of Lady Chatterley’s Lover) with T. E. Lawrence
(Lawrence of Arabia)]
Ellis: You can't mean that--- Why I was almost ostracized for reading T. H. Lawrence.
Cerasini: Man, I guess Robert E. Howard ... Some of his stuff is pretty erotic. I read it in the sixties, it
was pretty shocking to me. Some of the stuff I read, I never read anything like that.
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Another man: That’s why you kept going back. Right, Marc!
Cerasini: Right!
Third person: Great stuff!
Woman: You know, where did Robert E. Howard find out about all of this stuff anyway?
Ellis: I have no idea, any more than I know why that he prophesied to me that all of my plays will be
filled with the talk of dirty old men. That is as I told Rusty one time. I have been shocked at the
predictions he made which have come true. The pornography and all of the things about it. The
lawlessness plus the lack of religion and religious ideals, the failure of men to live up to the best that’s in
them.
Burke: I think ... I think to cut this short, we should go ahead and wrap this up because there’s going to be
another function in here pretty soon. You have a little time.
Ellis: Just shut up, huh! All right! (Audience laughter)
From the Audience: I want to get just one last question in. You were saying he has foreseen some things.
How about total war? I mean he was very big on warfare in his stories and stuff. And you know World
War Two started out with people being shocked that the Italians and the Germans and the Japanese were
strafing in cities. And by the end of the war, we were dumping nukes on cities and that was acceptable?
Do you think he saw that coming too?
Ellis: Oh, yes! Aha! Yes I do, he predicted war. I don’t remember the letter that said he wrote he
predicted war in Japan. He predicted enough wars that I’m sure he did that to me, but I didn’t say
anything. A lot of the things like that I didn’t pay any attention. (Audience applause)
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GRAEME FLANAGAN’S “EL BORAK: PORTRAIT OF A PULP
HERO” FROM MAILING #100
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